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Your resource for a self-guided trip to Switzerland [image: Copy link to clipboard]







We love the Swiss Alps! Learn about the activities we recommend in Switzerland, rail passes, towns and more. We welcome your questions.
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Get spot-on travel info




We cover all details from planning to booking. We update our website all the time.
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Get guidance




We’re locals and real tourists. Take advantage of our experience.
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Get answers




Ask us anything in the forum. Our moderators and 10860 members are happy to help.
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Write a reviewWhere do you want to leave a review?
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    Diamond Loan Service Ltd

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     1 April 2024                    

                

                
            Be careful here!

Some of these lenders you see here are fake, they are only after your money when you send them a registration fee, you will hear from them no more. Last month when I needed working capital for my business I went to look for a loan in my bank and the interest rates were too high so I went looking for local lenders online and Face book I contacted 4 different lenders and they all requested upfront fees because I was not based in their country I understand you have to pay an Origination fee to international lender before getting a loan but I fell into the wrong hands, and they ripped me off over $6,000 before a friend of mine introduced me to Diamond Loan Service LTD Diamondloanserviceltd @ g m a i l. c o m  where I was given $95,000.00 at 4% interest to pay back in 8 years.
This is the only company to trust.
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    Mirela Mitrea

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     23 March 2024                    

                

                
             Very useful information about the means of transport in Switzerland and how to spend your holidays in Switzerland and very well explained, by sections. Plus there is a chat where tourists can ask questions and they get answers pretty quickly.
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    Setty G

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     3 March 2024                    

                

                
            Quite good information.
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    Priyanka Kumari

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     27 February 2024                    

                

                
            I had been under Swiss Alp from 11.02.2024 to 23.02.24.. I got mesmerized by the beauty of Swiss Alp. The villages preserved their beauty at its best. Eco friendly environment, the hi tech swiss Rail, the cooperative people, the natural beauty of nature made me emotional while moving back.The one time must visit place on earth 🌎.
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    Emilie Slavickova

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     30 December 2023                    

                

                
            My husband and I love Switzerland and we are very happy to have this opportunity to get to know this country based on the advice and knowledge of other travelers and at the same time consult our travel plans
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    Cathy Owens

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     22 October 2023                    

                

                
            Love this website! It has all the info you need to plan an amazing Swiss vacation. I love the input from fellow travelers. I downloaded a 50-page document about Wengen, and used the suggestions to plan all our daily activities. I love the discounts on train tickets and other activities they share as well. Definitely sign up!
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    Kalavathy Moses

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     24 June 2023                    

                

                
            This site has been very helpful in giving information and guidance and clarification of doubts. We had a wonderful trip to Switzerland.
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    Dejan Petrović

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     12 June 2023                    

                

                
            This web and their forum are a true treasure chest! Moderators reply instantly and with wealth of valuable information. And I’ve managed to find accommodation through their partners as they have larger listing.
Thank you for all your work and I wish you even more content and a long long future! 🙂
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    Dejan Petrović

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     12 June 2023                    

                

                
            This web and their forum are a true treasure chest! Moderators reply instantly and with wealth of valuable information.
Thank you for all your work and I wish you even more content and a long future!
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    Alice Castillo

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     16 April 2023                    

                

                
            The most helpful travel sight I’ve found. A big reason I’ve decided to visit Switzerland. They make vacation planning much easier with prompt responses and helpful information.
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            Informative and factual. It will be of great help to those who intend visiting Switzerland.
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    BOB VARGA

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     5 April 2023                    

                

                
            This site made a huge difference for our trip to Switzerland. A wealth of great information and links that made our travel planning a lot easier. The end result, we had a great trip and stayed in a couple cities that weren’t initially on our radar. (especially loved Wengen). The Swiss Rail Pass made traveling everywhere a breeze. Definitely will use this site again.
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    Patrick Kerr

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     5 April 2023                    

                

                
            Found this WEB site before a huge trip to Switzerland and boy did they help so much in the planning process.  No question was to mundane or simple for them.  Lot’s of great recommendations for places to stay, areas to visit and things to do.  6 stars!
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    Kathy Burkley

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     5 April 2023                    

                

                
            I would recommend Myswissalps.com to anyone traveling in Switzerland.  This is a group of informed, thoughtful people who have no purpose other than making your experience as good as it can be.  I have a little knowledge of the area, especially Interlaken and Unterseen, and based on that I can say that they know their stuff.  I rely on them to provide what I need and recommend them to friends and family who get the notion that I know more than I know.  Thank you for being there!
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    Tanya Shih

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     25 February 2023                    

                

                
            Excellent information  enthusiastic staff
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     9 January 2023                    

                

                
            So impressed with this group of folks whose sole aim is to help you have a better experience on your Swiss holiday. Invaluable info, helpful suggestions, kind people. Our upcoming trip to Switzerland will be so much better because of the help MySwissAlps has provided. Highly, highly recommended!
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    Jos Lenaers
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     6 November 2022                    

                

                
            Veel interessante en hedendaagse info.
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    Barbara McIntosh

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     23 October 2022                    

                

                
            It was very helpful to read the trip reports of other visitors on the forums in planning our visit to Switzerland.  The links, answers to questions and suggestions that the expert moderators provided were invaluable in planning our itinerary for our trip in September 2022.
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    Erika Zamfirescu

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     9 October 2022                    

                

                
            Helpful forum, wealth of information!
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    Natalia Farias

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     18 September 2022                    

                

                
            It was the dream of my life to visit Switzerland…and to make it real “Myswissalps.com” has been of great value. They helped me to plan my trip by answering my questions and explaining some important details related to places and seasons to go.
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    Maureen Kerr
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     26 June 2022                    

                

                
            Always up to date and informative
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    Terry Heffner
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     26 June 2022                    

                

                
            answers to a myriad of questions for travelers in the Bavarian alps area
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     26 June 2022                    

                

                
            this forum is super helpful for first timer to switzerland . knowing the in and outs and tons of information available . Moderator and members here are super friendly and helpful in giving ideas
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    Helene Zettle

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     7 June 2022                    

                

                
            Can’t say enough about how helpful the website and forums are. Responses are quick and up to date. 
I am planning a new trip to Switzerland and getting great information. On a previous trip I even asked a question while I was on a train and got an immediate response!
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    Sarah Indelicato

    
    
    
    
            
            
                
            
            recommends        

    

     24 April 2022                    

                

                
            I will post again after my trip, with pics, but this website and the emails have been very helpful and informative as I plan our first trip to Switzerland. Responses from the website administrators are full of advice, knowledge and guidance, which I really appreciate.

    
            


        




          











Reviews in the MySwissAlps community
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     9 March 2024
    Amazingly helpful

            So looking forward to being back in Switzerland after 25 years! Thanks for making this site so amazingly helpful.

    
                
                    
                        
    FiMe
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     26 February 2024
    Grateful for Yolanda's assistance

            
Your contributions truly make a difference in the community, and I am grateful to have benefited from them. Thank you once again for your time, patience, and willingness to help others.


    
                
                    
                        
    John KS Ung
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     5 February 2024
    A huge help

            It’s been a huge help for everyone and people like me visiting Switzerland for the first time.

    
                
                    
                        
    Anastasia
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Our Swiss activity finder allows you to filter on season, budget, interests, region, and more. We list scenic train and …
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Find your accommodation in Switzerland. Including budget options, hotels close to rail stations and airports, accommodation on mountain tops, and …
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Looking for in-depth travel tips or inspiration for your vacation to Switzerland? We share 25+ years of experience here in …
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Page author: ArnoI have visited Switzerland countless times since 1997. I've explored most of the country, but find myself staying in the Bernese Oberland and Graubünden most frequently. The alps and the rail network remain very impressive, even after all these years.
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		Manage your privacy

		
			
		

	


	

	
		To provide the best experiences, we and our partners use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us and our partners to process personal data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site and show (non-) personalized ads. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.
Click below to consent to the above or make granular choices. Your choices will be applied to this site only. You can change your settings at any time, including withdrawing your consent, by using the toggles on the Cookie Policy, or by clicking on the manage consent button at the bottom of the screen.
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